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Abstract: The paper aims to identified and use the main security features for a distributed applications 

and optimize the overall security level. The distributed framework with all its characteristics is presented 

and the optimization objectives are defined according to the framework particularity. A security 

architecture is built emphasizing the components that participate to the protection of the distributed 

system. Each one of the security control implemented into the application is described, highlighting an 

optimization process for the entire security level. 
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1. Distributed framework 

 

The application for daily calorie consumption is meant to give help to individuals who want to 

regularly check their calorie schedule, building for them menus based on the intensity effort, daily set 

it. 

The Secure Distributed Application for Calorie Optimization framework, following referred as 

SDACO, is built on several layers having a three-tier distributed architecture [1]. The three layers are 

represented by: 

• presentation layer- is given by the interface of the application designed to help users resolve 

their needs; 

• database layer - is represented by a Oracle Database Scheme which stores all the application 

data; 

• application layer - contains all the distributed application main code composed of C# classes. 

Each one of the aforementioned layers combines resources in order to give trustful and reliable 

information for users, helping them to identify their current bodybuilding conformation and providing 

a list of possible menus dynamically configured based on the everyday level of effort. 

The application’s framework having the three layers mentioned above is presented in figure 1, [1]: 

 
Figure 1. The Three-Tier Web Based Distributed Application 
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The presentation layer is described by the user’s interface in which it can be entered the input data 

like: 

• height and weight, expressed either in imperial or metric units; 

• age in years; 

• sex which will make the difference between several bodybuilders metrics; 

• activity effort type expressed by a list of five different levels, each one giving examples of 

several activities for it. 

The graph for the SDACO application with free access to resources is depicted in the figure 2, 

highlighting the possible connections between each application component. Users can access the 

following functions in a one way informational flow with the possibility to come back in different 

region of the process 

 
Figure 2.  Presentation Layer for SDACO 

 

The application layer is defined by the totality of the server-side and client-side source code which 

intermediates between user’s actions and the database layer. The application layer is written using 

different programming and description languages which are cooperating in achieving the higher level 

of efficiency and performance, such as: 

• C Sharp, C# implemented in the .Net Framework as a managed code language running under a 

CLR, Common Language Runtime virtual machine; 

• AJAX for efficiently achieve all the asynchronous procedures defined in the application; AJAX 

stands for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML; 

• JavaScript for successfully implementing client-side functions; 

• HTML, a mark-up language over which ASPX is implemented; 

• CSS, Cascading Style Sheets for managing the application’s layout. 

In the figure 3, it is represented a partial internal structure of the database, which can store this 

information being processed later by the application layer: 

 
Figure 3.  Tables description and relations 

 

The many to many relation presented in figure 3 between menus and ingredients table is divided 

into two one to many relation using a physical table stored on HDD which is uniquely assigned to 

menus table through description field, containing a list of ingredients uniquely identified in 

ingredients table through name field. 
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The application layer gives free access to the following functions for SDACO framework, with no 

means of recording the activity undertaken by users in the application: 

• calculation of the following bodybuilding metrics Body Mass Index, Basal Metabolic Rate, Fat 

Mass Index, Lean Body Mass and BMI classification level, revealing the status of a person: 

underweight, normal, overweight or obese, as calculate in [2,3]: 

• calories consumption based on the aforementioned values and the level of effort intensity 

introduced by a user; 

• menu configuration with three meals per day and a total amount of calories equal to the 

necessity level prior determined. 

The application uses the following structure of object oriented classes, as presented in figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. SDACO Class Diagram Solution 

 

The classes presented in figure 4 provide all the results needed in order to have full and free access 

to the functions of the SDACO framework. 

 

2. SDACO presentation 

 

The application interface is easy to use and intuitive, easily giving access to all its functions, 

without any need of assistance for inexperienced users. The figure 5 is the main frame for the 

application which, as presented in figure 2, the graph associated with the application structure, gives 

access to the following functionalities. 
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Figure 5.  SDACO main frame 

 

The second step of the application is the input interface, consisting in choosing the unit of 

measurement, metric or imperial, and several inputs like weight (Kg/lb) and height (cm/in) along with 

user’s age and sex. 

The effort correlation along with the daily calorie consumption is a complex bound, as presented in 

[4], in which many types of effort should be evaluated: 

• physical effort is one of the most researched areas. Scientist, physicians, sportsmen and other 

interested parties had developed a whole system of indicators. Trying to get the best out of the 

human body, they measured calories consumption in human regular activities and training 

exercises and classified them by effort intensity; 

• neurological effort has its word in the process of daily calorie consumption. One of the best 

practice examples is the student session period when majority students change their way of 

life for a couple of weeks. In this time, intensive cognitive effort is made which will request a 

high amount of proteins, which are the main resource for the brain to function at full capacity. 

Doing so, using more proteins as fuel for the thinking machine, will alter the established 

equilibrium, resulting in less food per capita per day. At the end of the students session period 

they will fill a change in their weight status in plus or in minus; 

• emotional effort is also a direct factor which affects the daily calorie consumption and one of 

great importance. Emotional effort can lead people in or out of medical problems by 

influencing their meals.  

The activity effort must also be entered, by choosing from a list of five options, each one specifying 

a level of intensity together with some examples of activities: no effort - sleeping, watching television, 

writing, desk work, walking less than 2.7 km/h; less active - diving, windsurfing or climbing stairs; 

moderate - calisthenics home exercise, cycling, swimming or dancing; strong - group sports like soccer, 

basketball; exhaustion - calisthenics heavy effort where heart rate equals roughly 220 beats per 

minute minus age. Those types of exercises are correlated to the level of effort that the body, as in [5]. 

In figure 6 is presented the frame of data input which uses the classes mentioned in the SDACO 

Class Diagram to provide the implemented functionalities.  
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Figure 6.  SDACO input interface  

 

Based on the data entered in the data input interface, the application gives access to the 

bodybuilder’s metrics interface in which he can see his bodybuilder’s values for: 

• BMI – Body Mass Index, is a statistical index which compares a person’s weight and height; this 

index is relevant in estimating a healthy weight; 

• BMR – Basal Metabolic Rate is the amount of energy expended while at rest in a neutrally 

temperate environment; this release of energy in this state is sufficient only for the functioning 

of the vital organs; 

• FMI – Fat Mass Index is the amount of fat reported to the muscular mass and the total weight of 

a person; 

• LBM – Lean Body Mass represents mass of the body without fats; 

• BMI classification status. 

The figure 7 depicts the bodybuilding indicators and the bodybuilder’s classification based on the 

BMI value. 

 
Figure 7.  Bodybuilding indicators interface 

 

The following frame is accessed also from the data input interface, just like the previous one, and 

here users can customize their time interval for each they want to get a menu combination. 

The time interval must be smaller than 7 days. The users can select the start date and the number 

of days for which they will get the meals combinations. The final date is automatically adjusted based 

on the input date and the total number of days. 

For the entire time interval, a user can select which are the workouts days of that period in which 

he will exercise according to the effort intensity specifications given prior to this phase, on the data 

input interface. The other remaining days will be taken into consideration as being days in which the 
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users is not exercising, and the meals combinations offered will be calculated with no effort activities 

parameter, as depicted in figure 8. 

 

 
Figure 8. Menu configuration interface 

 

After the menus were constructed they can be printed and the daily calorie intake is charted to 

show how the bodybuilder was actually evolving with his daily calorie consumption, as presented in 

figure 9. 

 

Figure 9. Calorie Fluctuation Chart 

Each daily meal can also be viewed individually, the content being mapped in categories according 

to the three daily meals: breakfast, lunch and dinner, figure 10. The user can push the button Back for 

he to return to the main frame of the distributed application. 
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Figure 10.  Meal description interface 

 

The data provided for a single meal, give bodybuilders info about the meal content, meal total 

number of calories and a suggestive picture of the food. 

 

3. Optimization assumptions 

 

Security optimization for the SDACO framework is described as a process of improvement of the 

general security level, especially if the distributed application is offering its resources free to a non 

homogenous mass of users. The application must avoid any resource tampering or any undesired 

interruption of its functionalities. 

The main characteristics that need to be constantly assured are the availability and functionality. 

Under no circumstances the application mustn’t cease operation whatever the users are doing and 

entering into the system. 

The optimization is directed towards the following concepts of improvement, which will help the 

distributed application to preserve its resources under unpredicted behaviour: 

• validation of input data; 

• protection of sensitive information; 

• simplifying the communication between users and distributed framework. 

Input data validation must be conducted to lower the possible errors coming from wrong data 

introduction. This limitation in necessary, but in the same time can’t be abused because of the negative 

implications brought upon the usability factor. 

Figure 11 is revealing a balance which must be achieved between the total limitations of the 

distributed applications interface and the usability factor perceived by users at a normal rate. 
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Figure 11.  SDACO restrictions balance 

 

Following we will discuss another optimization aspect given by the degree of vulnerable 

information criteria, giving example on the SDACO implementation. 

The first optimization criterion is deducted from the aspect of communication. In the process of 

communication between different parts of application, important and sometimes vulnerable 

information is vehiculated. The process of communication, must be, in this sense, well managed, taking 

care that there’s no possibility to gain control over the resources using sensitive data, skipped to end-

users in the communication process. 

Some of the ways of accessing data from the communication process between application 

components is by checking the following objects for any sensitive material: 

• URL’s – the internet addresses used to navigate through the application; sensitive information 

can be revealed in this region as part of the web submission process of a form through the GET 

method; 

• Cookies – temporally client-side files used for storing different setting data for the web based 

distributed application. 

In this sense, an optimization in terms of minimizing the value of the indicator Degree of Sensitive 

Data, DSD is required [6]: 

 

 
where: 

TSDP – amount of sensitive data which is protected by user’s access; 

TSD – amount of total sensitive data vehiculated by the application. 

The DSD indicator takes values between  in the following scenarios: 

• DSD = 0, when all sensitive information vehiculated in the application is protected; 

•  because  and  

The limitation of sensitive data to end-user is a major factor of impact upon the vulnerability of a 

distributed application. 

 

4. Security optimization methods 

 

The security methods used for achieving optimization are described by standard or developed 

user controls and functions to counteract the unpredictable behaviour of bodybuilding users who are 

willing to test the resources putted at their disposal. 

An important aspect is given by the input data interface which is the main gate of attacking a 

distributed application.  

The first step was to limit the introduction of free data by users and to force them to choose from 

predefined values. For doing this controls like Drop Down List or Radio List Buttons were used, as 
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shown in figure 12. In order to do so, the weight and height were restricted to specific intervals, as 

follows: 

• height – values between 140 and 220 for metric units or 55 and 87 for imperial units; 

• weight – values from 50 to 200 for metric units and 110 to 441 for imperial units; 

• age – values from 18 to 99 years; 

• sex – a pair of radio buttons with the two possible values; 

• activity effort type – radio buttons describing the effort intensity level. 

 
Fig. 12 – Restriction controls for SDACO 

 

The introduction of the date specific for the beginning period of workouts is made through an 

AJAX calendar control picker which limits the introduction of invalid date periods, figure 13. 

 

 
Figure 13.  AJAX calendar picker 

 

But the validation of the date beside the fact that is a correct value must be also be done at a 

conceptual level, meaning that the date chosen as the first date of the total time interval for which the 

bodybuilder is configuring his meals, must be greater or equal to the current date. For this a client-side 

function is used to validate the date chosen from the calendar picker. This function is described below. 

 

function checkDate(sender, args) { 

     var today = (new Date()).setHours(0, 0, 0, 0); 

     var selected = sender._selectedDate.setHours(0, 0, 0, 0); 

     if (selected < today) { 

       alert("You cannot select a day earlier than today!"); 

       sender._selectedDate = new Date(); 

       sender._textbox.set_Value(sender._selectedDate.format(sender._format)); 

       changedateOut(Date.UTC(sender._selectedDate),false); 

     } 

     else{ 

        changedateOut(selected, true); 

     } 

} 

 

Also, the controls used to display the start and end date must be disabled for inputting other 

values than the ones selected or calculated. For doing this the following function was used as a client-
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side script which together with the previous function disables the edit operation of those two 

displaying controls. 

 

function isValidKey(e){ 

var charCode = e.keyCode || e.which; 

       if (charCode == 8 || charCode == 46) 

        return false; 

       return true; 

} 

 

The end date is calculated based on the input date and the number of total workout days selected 

from a drop down list control with a maximum number of days equal to seven, as seen in figure 14.  

The script for validating the end date was automatically register on the server and passed to the 

page dynamically. The procedure through which the script was written to the page from managed code 

is described below. 

 

protected void RegisterScript(){ 

   ClientScriptManager cs = Page.ClientScript; 

   Type scriptType = this.GetType(); 

   StringBuilder scriptText = new StringBuilder(); 

   scriptText.Append("<script type=\"text/javascript\">{body function}</script>");  

   if (!cs.IsClientScriptBlockRegistered(scriptType, "clientScript")) 

     cs.RegisterClientScriptBlock(scriptType, "clientScript", scriptText.ToString()); 

} 

 

The workout days after they were established, by means of a check box list control they can be 

selected as presented in figure 14. 

 
Figure 14. Date and workout days’ selection 

 

The client-side validation of data inputted is not enough. A double side validation must be 

conducted in order to avoid data tampering which may occur along the communication channel. A 

simple interception of data from the client-side is enough to alter the values and pass wrong or 

modified parameters to the server which, without knowing that the transfer was intercepted, will try 

to convey the results, also wrong, to the end user without knowledge of any alteration. 

This can be avoided by using a server validation of any data inputted on the client side. For 

example, the values for start and end date inputted on the client and validated by the local JavaScript 

functions, are also validated using a simple try and catch block which, in case of an error – an 

interception and modification of date values along the communication channel – will return a custom 

error object which will be passed to a upper level. 

 

try{ 

  bodybuilder.DateIn = DateTime.Parse(txtDateIn.Text); 

       bodybuilder.DateOut = DateTime.Parse(txtDateOut.Text); 

} 

catch (DataException dex){ 

   return new error(dex); 

} 

 

Another way of optimizing the security level is by protecting undisclosed information which 

might be accessed or accidentally viewed by users. An implementation of this optimization process 
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was made in the application by encrypting the URL syntax presented above with an open source 

encryption algorithm found to be most efficient in [6]. 

If in the process of transferring information about the daily menus for providing the users the final 

results, the following syntax, S1, for the URL is used by the application: 

S1=http://www.webserver/pathASPXfile?param1=value1&param2=value2&...&param7=value7, 

where: 

• webserver – icnc.ase.ro; 

• pathASPXfile – application file path of the requested resource; 

•  - the parameters’ names for sending menu ID’s for the next resource; 

•  – the parameters’ values consisting in menu ID’s and day ID. 

Having these types of information at its disposal, a user can actually see throughout the whole sets 

of menus, just by modifying the parameters values and submitting again a valid request to the web 

server. 

The security optimization process takes place under the following step procedure: 

A. identifying the parameters’ values and creating the S1 URL syntax; 

B. encrypting S1 into S2 by means of the encryption function  

C. creating the new URL, S3 from S2, based on the URL Base64 Encoding representation for being 

able to be sent over the internet; 

D. the host page gets the URL S3 syntax from the request object of the page and decodes it from 

the Base64 representation, transforming it into S2 encrypted state; 

E. from the encrypted S2 state, the mirror encryption operation takes place, as the OTP are 

symmetric class algorithms, and the final S1 syntax is decoded; 

F. the S1 syntax will serve to successfully retrieve all the menu ID’s and day ID for showing the 

end results. 

The final URL syntax which travels the network and is transparent to the user is like 

S3=http://www.icnc.ase.ro/User/MenuDetail.aspx?pass=ARaQQtorYdYiL7wHrQusDs4Do8WrtQ2. 

Table 1, shows an improvement of the DSD indicator due to growth of the TSDP value, and 

eventually an optimization of the total security level. 

 

Table 1. DSD correlations 
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Security 

Relation With Security 

TSDP0 (Kb) < TSDP1(Kb) 

 
< 
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From table 1 is resulting , meaning an optimization of the level of security by hiding 

a greater part of the undisclosed data. 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

The distributed application with free access to resources wants to offer full functionality to users 

highlighting the necessity of security implementation in order that users who are entering and using it, 

can’t jeopardize the availability, reliability and any other quality characteristic of the distributed 

applications and in the same time enjoying the full functionality. 

The implemented security components are meant to restrict normal user not to undertake actions 

that could compromise the application but on the other hand, the security components are not meant 

to lower the application’s usability. 
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